
BATTERY-LESS REMOTE KILL SWITCH FOR  

WIZZYBUG & BUGZI 

The Kill Switch box is designed to be moved from the Bugzi to the Wizzybug as 

needed. It is held in place with Velcro and both the 3.5 mm cable and red and black 

cable can be easily disconnected in order to move the unit. 

No batteries are required. 

A 3.5 mm cable connection  to  

Wizzybug or Bugzi main  

Controllers. Either to the Joystick or 

Omni display. 

Remote Control—no 

batteries needed 

This cable connects to Wizzybug or Bugzi  

battery packs. 



Pressing Button B + Button A + Button B  quickly in sequence will toggle the 
chairs on and off as follows:  

•         Button B + Button A + Button B   - Turns ON Chair and display. 

                                                     Then 

•         Button B + Button A + Button B   - STOPS chair—display goes OFF. 

                                                      Then 

•         Button B + Button A + Button B   - Turns ON Chair and display again. 
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REMOTE CONTROL FUNCTION 

IMPORTANT:    The button sequence will work the same on both the Bugzi 

and the Wizzybug. There is only one Kill Switch box and it is  designed to be 

moved from one chair to the other as needed. Therefore the remote kill 

switch can only be used with the chair that has the switch box attached.   



3.5 mm cable  plugs into Kill Switch 

Box and goes to On/Off Port on the 

Omni Display as depicted.  

Red & Black Connector Cable from 

Kill Switch box goes to Bugzi 

Battery Box as shown. 

BUGZI KILL SWITCH  

CONNECTIONS 



WIZZYBUG   

KILL SWITCH  

CONNECTIONS 

This cable plugs into female end of installed 

extra battery cable as shown. 

The white 3.5mm cable from the main Joystick  plugs into 

the Kill Switch box as  depicted here.. 

Both Wizzybug and Bugzi  require adult supervision at all times. The supervising 

adult is responsible for ensuring the chairs are used safely and appropriately.  


